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The Sanctum Gravity Core™ solution puts
control back where it belongs: in your hands.
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YOUR BUSINESS IS AT RISK
Our world is becoming more and more

Dubbed the Internet of Things (IoT), studies

connected every day, and the internet allows us

suggest that over 30 billion devices will be

to share information rapidly across the planet at

connected to the internet in the next five years.

an unprecedented rate.

Devices like the coffee maker in your breakroom,
your company cars, even your building’s

The number of devices
expected to be connected
to the internet in the next
five years:

30
BILLION

Today, businesses are connecting to the internet

electricity. While this means that businesses

more than ever before: every computer, every

are quickly becoming exponentially more and

smartphone, every printer. Our corporate

more efficient, our ability to properly secure

infrastructure — the fundamental foundation on

and control this integration is falling farther and

which we conduct business -- is becoming part

farther behind.

of the connected world.
This has startling implications about how we
safely and effectively secure our data.

But this isn’t about security — it’s about control.
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THREATS CAN COME FROM ANYWHERE
The traditional approach to network security
focuses on ever-increasing security measures to
protect organizations from external threats. But
keeping intruders out is only half of the solution.

Edward Snowden was a wake up call.
Billions of dollars are lost from security
threats originating from inside organizations.
In fact, studies show that most data breaches
at companies worldwide come from within.
Whether by accident or through malicious intent,
these data breaches can profoundly impact

More than 80% of data
breaches are ultimately
caused by employee
negligence, including
lost USB drives and
stolen passwords.

59
PERCENT

of ex-employees admit
to stealing confidential
company information.

an enterprises’s competitive position in
the marketplace.
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TRADITIONAL SECURITY SOLUTIONS AREN’T WORKING
Since the 1980s, firewalls
have been the de facto,
albeit vulnerable, response
to security threats.

Existing tools simply aren’t capable of protecting

The reason is two-fold: cybercriminals are

your assets. Within a traditional organization,

always evolving, and they’re deploying newer,

your data is secured like this: users within your

more complex methods of sending malicious

organization access data, while a firewall protects

code through firewalls every day. Just as

your data by creating a barrier - a gateway of

importantly: this traditional model is reactionary.

sorts - between your network and the internet. A

Organizations try to keep up with KNOWN

firewall is designed to keep malicious code from

threats, and end up spending ever-increasing

breaking in and help keep confidential data from

resources on solving security issues.

being sent out.
No one has ever-increasing resources.
Unfortunately, we know this doesn’t always work:
virtually every enterprise hacked to date has had
a firewall in place.
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THE TRADITIONAL SECURITY SOLUTION:

Firewalls, along with

INTERNET

encryption and antivirus
protection, provide the
bulk of security.

Malicious code comes through
the internet, circumnavigates
the firewall, and has direct
access to your network.

Employees have direct
access to the network,
including the abilty to alter,
delete or remove crucial data.
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INTRODUCING THE GRAVITY CORE™ ENTERPRISE SOLUTION
43% of companies have
had a data breach in the
past year alone.

Gravity Core™ is a privatized cloud network that
completely shifts the paradigm from a focus on
security to a focus on control. Gravity works with
your existing security tools.

A native hypervirtualization solution, Gravity
The percentage of all
US computers currently
infected
by malware:

33

%

PERCENT
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Core™ controls your cloud by building an
entirely new cloud where every line of code
has been vetted, and additional customized
security services are available through a unique
development environment and SDK.

Our customized network, systems and
user monitoring tools allow real-time
tracking and detection of anomalies
and misuse.
Every change to every piece of data is 		
captured, providing a “time machine”
that lets you unwind any malicious or 		
inappropriate action.
It never lets the wrong person, inside or
out, copy, change, move, delete or touch
your data.

THE GRAVITY CORE™ SOLUTION:

INTERNET
Data Quarantine

Go Back In Time

Gravity Core™ builds an entirely new

Gravity Core’s™ technology lets

cloud that vets every single line of code

you rewind every malicious or

coming into your network.

inappropriate action, from inside
or outside.

No More “Walking” USBs
Network users cannot copy,
change move or delete data

GRAVITY

without administrative access.

USERS

NETWORK
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Data breach investigations
have increased 54% from 2012.

43

%

of US companies have
reported a data breach in
the past year alone.

“

Cyberthreats pose one
security dangers the Un

-The Wall Street Journal, 2014
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“

ne of the greatest national
United States faces...

96

%

of all current applications
contain security vulnerabilities
that leave them exposed to
cyber attacks.
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SANCTUM PROVIDES UNPRECEDENTED CONTROL
Authorized administrators will have
unprecedented control over who has access
to data. Enterprise administrators are allowed
to grant and manage user access, monitor all
activity inside and out of the organization, and
track the history and movements of threats in
The median amount of
time it takes for victims
of cybercrime to know
they’ve been compromised:

87
DAYS
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order to determine where they are and what they
intend to do.

A detailed, easy-to-use interface provides
incredible network and system detail, allowing
administrators to easily spot anomalies and
catalogue all network activity.

SANCTUM PROVIDES PEACE OF MIND
Protecting your business’ core assets enables
your ability to compete, survive and ultimately,

Reduce the chance of business
disruption to ZERO.

to thrive. In addition to the financial impact,
compromising your digital assets can result in:

Business disruptions
Loss of competitive advantage
Litigation
Damage to reputation

By mitigating the threat of network attacks,

The estimated global cost
of cyber crime annually:

$100
BILLION

Sanctum’s Gravity Core™ safeguards your
enterprise and provides absolute confidence.
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SANCTUM PROVIDES SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Business continuity is crucial,
which is why integrating our
solution into your existing
system is completely seamless
and pain-free.

Sanctum’s Gravity Core™ solution seamlessly
integrates with your existing operations,
tools and firewalls — no matter what security
measures or operating systems your organization
currently employs.
For network users executing their assigned
tasks, implementation of our solution is invisible.
We install our privatized network into your
existing infrastructure, with all of your current
IT programs and systems. There’s no disruption
to your business continuity, and with our
Administrator Training Program, learning to
administer this solution is simple and inexpensive.
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SANCTUM DELIVERS ON OUR PROMISE
Sanctum understands the devastating
consequences of a security breach. That’s why
we deploy a proprietary, disruptive and proven

Our proven, proprietary
solution builds a network
capable of mitigating any data
breach.

technology that:

Isolates and protects core data
Seamlessly integrates with all
operating systems
Automatically tracks and remembers
all network activity
Spots anomalies
Provides real-time feedback through a
customizable and intuitive interface

The number of malicious
data breaches incurred
through Gravity Core™
to date:

ZERO

Is suitable for companies of any size
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
How long does it take to implement Gravity
Core™ across an enterprise?
Installation takes approximately 2 weeks,
followed by a 60-day burn-in process. During
this burn-in process the components of the
system are exercised prior to being placed in
service. This ensures optimal performance
upon launch.
Is the transition seamless?
Yes. Sanctum understands that business
continuity is critical to your organization. We
perform installation after business hours and
in predetermined groups (or business units)
to make the transition seamless.
Will employees see changes in the way they
perform their daily tasks?
No, Gravity Core™ works with all of your
existing tools and integrates with all existing IT
plans. Employees can work from their existing
machines and utilize their existing programs.
Their new virtual desktops will be identical to
the desktops they’re familiar with.
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Is the Gravity Core™ network easy to maintain
with my in-house resources?
Yes, the Gravity Core™ network can easily be
maintained in-house. Our team of training
experts will conduct intensive training upon
completion of installation.
Does Sanctum provide long-term technical
support for the Gravity Core™ platform?
Absolutely. In addition to training your own
personnel, Sanctum can provide comprehensive
support during the entire life cycle of the Gravity
Core™ system. Sanctum offers 24-hour, 365 day
support for all Gravity Core™ customers. We also
offer our Embedded Gravity Specialist Program,
which means that one of our Sanctum engineers
will office in your facility full-time, providing daily
care, troubleshooting and management of your
Gravity Core™ system. Our Sanctum consultants
will work with your team to determine the best
option for your organization.

So stop responding to yesterday’s threats. Stop
trying to buy security, and seize it by taking control.
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